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Abstract

Although the benefits of increasing descriptive diversity in Congress are well-explored, less attention has been paid to the positive impacts of increasing descriptive diversity in elections. Employing a comprehensive collection of campaign platform text from nearly 5,000 campaign websites, we find that Democratic male and white candidates are significantly more likely to take up women’s and Black-associated issues when a candidate who possesses that identity runs in their same-party primary election. Extending our analysis to military veterans, we find that Republicans are more likely to discuss veterans’ issues when there is a military veteran in their primary; conversely, Democrats are not any more likely to discuss these issues when they run against a veteran. Looking to candidate position taking in the general election, our findings suggest that simply the presence of candidates from underrepresented populations in congressional races is important to broadening substantive representation in the legislative arena.
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In 2018, Susan Wild—an attorney and former state solicitor—was elected as the first woman to represent Pennsylvania’s 7th congressional district in the U.S. House of Representatives. In her campaign, Wild championed policies related to women’s healthcare accessibility and workplace harassment. Once in office, she continued to advocate for such issues, introducing legislation to address sexual violence against girls (H.R. 723) and to improve legal services for female veterans (H.R. 3189). Representative Wild’s commitment to women’s issues both during her campaign and in Congress is unsurprising; female representatives are thought to be strong stewards for the interests of groups with whom they share an identity. What is unexpected, however, is that all five of Wild’s male primary election competitors also took up positions related to gender equality in their campaigns. In 2020, when Mckayla Wilkes—a Black woman, political newcomer, and previously incarcerated individual—ran for Congress in the Maryland 5th, there was little to no chance that she would succeed in primarying the district’s incumbent House Majority Leader Steny Hoyer (D-MD). Wilkes predictably lost by an overwhelming vote margin, however her presence in the primary still seemed to impact the types of issues Hoyer discussed in his campaign. In the wake of Wilkes’ emergence, Hoyer added an extensive section on criminal justice reform to his campaign website. Moreover, in the weeks leading up to the primary, Hoyer co-sponsored legislation addressing racial justice and police brutality for the first time in his decades-long political career.

In this paper, we assess if and how the presence of candidates from underrepresented and underserved populations impacts the kinds of campaign positions taken up by their primary election competitors. Moving beyond electoral factors like issue salience, we contend that Wilkes’ and Wild’s emergence was decisive in motivating their primary election opponents’ position taking behavior. Following literature on representation, we posit that voters will be particularly drawn to candidates who share their identity because these individuals tend to be strong advocates for group interests. We suspect that candidates who lack this same identity will, in turn, take up issues related to their opponents’ group identification in an attempt to neutralize that descriptive-based advantage. In testing our theory, we shed light on how competition impacts the electoral dialogue in congressional primaries and, further, general elections.
Our analysis centers on primary elections because this is precisely where we expect to see candidates respond to their competitors’ descriptive characteristics. Parties today have firmly staked out their policy priorities (Lee, 2016) and, responding to these now-clarified party cues, voters have sorted (Levendusky, 2009). As a result, each party’s constituent base has grown increasingly distinct along cultural, social, and ethnic lines (Mason, 2018) resulting in parties with asymmetric policy priorities (Grossman and Hopkins, 2016). Aligning with this divide, we expect the types of candidates that voters find desirable to differ by party. Because voter preferences on candidate attributes should be more consistent within party than across party, primaries provide the ideal vehicle for testing our theory. Moreover, the vast majority of congressional districts today are safely partisan; in these races, winning the primary may be a candidate’s only major obstacle to attaining office. Greater competition in the primary should result in candidates paying greater attention to the positions taken up by their same-party opponents. Competitive primaries should also place added importance on appealing to “captured” groups, like Black voters, because vote choice is not driven by a sole partisan cue (Frymer, 2010; White and Laird, 2021). Given the extant literature’s overwhelming focus on the general election, our analysis takes a critical step forward in advancing our understanding of the relationship between primary electoral dynamics and candidate position taking in modern campaigns.

To examine the types of issues adopted by candidates, we compiled, cleaned, and coded an original data set of text from candidate campaign websites for the 2018 and 2020 congressional primary elections. These sites usually include a biography, a list of endorsements, and—in particular—outline a campaign platform. Using this position taking text, we hand-coded over 10,000 policy positions to determine whether candidates discussed issues in their primary election that pertained to their competitors’ descriptive qualities. Campaign websites are a data source well-suited for our purposes because they (1) provide a near complete inventory of the issues important to a candidate’s campaign, and (2) are largely representative of the population of campaigns. Importantly, the text collected from these candidates’ websites constitute the first compilation of campaign issue positions from congressional primary elections, providing a comprehensive and important source for data on campaign behavior.
Employing these new data, we seek to determine if there is a relationship between the presence of a Black or female candidate in a primary election and the issues adopted by their same-party opponents. We find that candidates from underrepresented and underserved populations spark a significant response from their competitors. For example, the presence of a female candidate in a Democratic primary is associated with a twenty-five percentage-point increase in the predicted probability that a male candidate in that same race adopts women’s issues (e.g., equal pay for equal work) in their own campaign platform. We uncover similar results in our examination of Black candidate emergence, which is associated with a fifteen percentage-point increase in the predicted probability that a white candidate discusses issues in their platform that disproportionately affect Black Americans (e.g., racial bias in policing). We also notably demonstrate that male and white candidates’ responsiveness is not contingent on their female or Black opponent discussing identity-related issues; these candidates’ presence alone is enough to prompt a strategic response from male and white competitors.

To broaden the generalizability of our findings, we also investigate candidate responsiveness to the presence of a military veteran in their primary. Unlike policy positions regarding race or gender, which tend to be owned by the Democratic Party, advocacy for veterans’ issues is an issue area owned by the Republican Party. Yet, it is also the case that both parties tend to discuss veterans’ issues in similar ways and adopt these issues into platforms at similar rates. This allows us to compare the position taking behavior of Republican and Democrat non-veterans across the same set of issues. We find that the presence of a military veteran in a Republican primary is associated with a seventeen percentage-point increase in the predicted probability that a Republican non-veteran adopts veterans’ issues. Interestingly, when we assess this same relationship on the Democratic side, we find no relationship between the presence of a veteran in a Democratic primary and their non-veteran opponents’ coverage of veterans’ issues. We suggest that this is because Democratic non-veterans do not feel they must build their own reputation on veterans’ issues the same way they do with issues of race and gender, as the issue is not owned by their party.

In primary elections, standing out amongst the crowd is not only difficult but also
vital to securing the party’s nomination. In today’s increasingly competitive primaries, candidates have adopted a number of approaches in their pursuit to reach a plurality—or in certain states a majority—of primary electorate support. Measuring the candidate preferences of primary election voters has proved challenging for scholars, given limited survey data, and has largely focused on determining their ideological extremity vis-à-vis general election voters (e.g., Hall and Thomsen 2018). Assuming that politicians shape their behavior based on voter preferences (Mayhew, 1974), assessing how candidate strategies are influenced by the observable characteristics of their competition is one of the simplest—and most normatively important—ways to evaluate what primary voters want. By observing the substantial effect that female, Black, and military veteran candidate entry has on the types of issues competitors adopt into their platforms, we discover the high price primary voters place on these kinds of identities.

The Impacts of Descriptive Representation

The importance of increasing descriptive diversity in Congress cannot be understated. Americans traditionally underrepresented in politics tend to vote at a higher rate and take a greater interest in elections when they are represented by a legislator who shares their identity (e.g., Griffin and Keane 2006; Reingold and Harrell 2010). Gay (2002) finds that Black constituents are more likely to contact a co-racial Member of Congress. Wolak and Juenke (2021) notably show that political knowledge gaps between whites and Blacks are diminished when Black constituents are represented by a co-racial legislator. Turning to female constituents, women tend to feel a greater sense of political empowerment (High-Pippert and Comer 1998) and are more politically knowledgeable (Jones, 2014) when their representative is a woman.¹

The connection between legislators who belong to underrepresented populations and the political engagement of co-group constituents is thought to be a function of group identification. Scholars like Mansbridge (1999) argue that the descriptive representation of a group in legislatures is a necessary condition to achieving substantive representation of

¹It is important to note that some scholars assert that the effect of symbolic representation on political engagement may be more modest than other work suggests (e.g., Swain 1995; Lawless 2004).
that group’s interests. This notion that co-group representatives serve as stronger policy advocates for group interests is supported by abundant examinations of legislative behavior. In particular, Lowande et al. (2019) employ 88,000 communication records between Members of Congress and federal agencies to demonstrate that women and racial/ethnic minorities are more likely to work on behalf of constituents who share their identities. All of this supports the idea that, by electing co-group members to Congress, Black and female voters work to advance their own interests in the policymaking sphere. Considering the role descriptive representatives play as policy advocates, it is no surprise that women and racial minorities prefer to elect representatives who look like them (Dolan, 2004; Philpot and Walton Jr., 2007).

The literature cited above reflects only a fraction of those studies dedicated to understanding the relationship between candidates from underrepresented populations and constituents’ vote choice. Scant attention, however, has been paid to evaluating how these kinds of candidates affect broader electoral dynamics. In this paper, we seek to determine if and how the descriptive identity of a candidate impacts the policy priorities taken up by competitors who do not share their identity. In other words, does the presence of a female candidate in a race motivate male candidates to discuss women’s issues? Can the presence of a Black candidate spur white candidates to talk about issues that disproportionately affect people of color? Using new data on the issue positions of congressional candidates who ran in 2018 and 2020, we find that there is a strong association between the presence of a female or Black candidate in a race and the issues taken up by their same-party primary election opponents.

A Theory of Strategic Responsiveness

When crafting their campaign platforms, candidates must make a number of considerations. Previous work highlights a diverse set of factors that may motivate a candidate’s position taking behavior, such as issue salience (e.g., Bélanger and Meguid 2008), district characteristics (e.g. Hayes et al. 2010) and—notably for this paper—the composition of their opponent’s campaign platform. The idea of elections as a dialogue, where candidates
react to their competitor’s rhetoric, is captured in theories on issue divergence and convergence. Proponents of issue divergence assert that candidates should only discuss issues that advantage them (e.g., Simon 2002; Spiliotes and Vavreck 2002); this competitive edge could be grounded in partisan issue ownership or personal reputation. These studies suggest that a candidate can only do themselves harm by taking up an opponent’s “owned” issues because it reminds voters of their inherent disadvantage. Under certain electoral conditions, however, the benefits of engaging with an opponent’s issues may outweigh the costs. For instance, work by Kahn and Kenney (1999) and Kaplan et al. (2006) find that candidates will “converge” on an opponent’s issue if that topic is especially salient to voters. Indeed, Banda (2015) describes issue convergence as a “defensive campaign strategy,” allowing candidates to “negate—or at least moderate—the electoral benefits their opponents may receive” (p. 826) by detRACTING from their coalition of support.

Work exploring the dynamics of issue engagement has principally centered on inter-party position taking in general elections (conversely, see Banda and Carsey 2015); we apply theories on issue convergence to understand the intra-party dialogue in primaries surrounding politically salient identities like race and gender. As outlined in the previous section, female and Black candidates have an inherent advantage with co-group voters. Following the literature above, we expect that candidates running in primaries against a female or Black opponent will take up issues related to their competitor’s identity in an attempt to neutralize that identity’s electoral benefits. Moving beyond established theories, however, we suspect that simply the presence of a female or Black candidate should be enough to motivate competitors’ adoption of identity-related issues. Because descriptive cues are tied to a candidate’s perceived ability to serve as a policy advocate, their identity alone should prompt a strategic response from competitors. This expectation breaks from existing work in that we hypothesize substantive issue coverage is not always necessary to elicit a strategic reaction. To account for this expectation, our analysis explores candidates’ responsiveness to opponents who discuss their politically salient identity as well as those who do not discuss this identity.

We expect the relationship described above to be conditioned by party. Political polarization has precipitated a divide where Democrats and Republicans prefer entirely
different types of candidates (Mason, 2018). This partisan division on preferred candidate qualities extends over personality traits, ideological purity, and demographic characteristics. In tandem with polarization, “party-owned” issues have also become an increasingly important component of campaigns (Petrocik, 1996). Accordingly, voters today see Democrats as better at handling social group interests (Hopkins, 2018), while Republicans are perceived to excel on defense issues, like national security (Meeks, 2016).

In today’s elections, partisan preferences over candidate characteristics and perceived issue competencies have become intertwined. Voter stereotypes about candidates are only powerful insofar as they align with partisan stereotypes. For example, the perception that Black candidates are more concerned with minority rights is conditioned on that candidate being a Black Democrat (Fairdosi and Rogowski, 2015). Similarly, the perception that women are especially strong stewards for women’s issues is generally limited to Democratic women (Sanbonmatsu and Dolan, 2009). This distinction is integral to understanding the candidate preferences of Democratic voters because, “[these] voters do not simply want more women in office; they want a particular kind of woman in office” (Dolan 2014, p. 193). For these reasons, female and Black Democratic voters should not be any more likely to support a co-group Republican candidate than they would be otherwise. In a similar vein, being female or Black does not intrinsically advantage Democratic candidates in the eyes of Republican voters; these identities do not resonate with the Republican electorate in the same way they do with fellow partisans.

Following theories on issue convergence, we posit that candidates should take up issues related to their competitor’s identity when those identity-related issues are salient to voters, thus giving their competitor an electoral advantage. Because female and Black Democrats lack crossover appeal, these candidates pose a nominal threat to Republican candidates in the general election and vice versa. This expectation aligns with existing work on position taking in the general, which finds that candidates do not strategically respond to the descriptive identities of their other-party opponents (e.g., Dolan 2005, 2008). It is for these reasons that, in our analysis, we explore intra-party position taking. In primaries, setting oneself apart from the competition is vital and, moreover, difficult with the cue of partisanship removed. Candidates from descriptively underrepresented popula-
tions, however, can use their identity to their advantage by standing out amongst crowded fields of primary election candidates. In addition to their co-group appeal, recent work shows increased favorability among liberal male/white voters towards policies dealing with anti-Black and gender-rooted discrimination (Bauer, 2018; Bucchianeri, 2018; Engelhardt, 2021; Reny and Newman, 2021). Put differently, male/white Democrats today may be more open to—or, potentially, even be looking for—anti-racist, progressive candidates. All of this suggests that female and Black candidates pose an especially salient electoral threat to their competitors in Democratic primaries because of their voter appeal. In order to moderate this threat, we posit that male/white primary election candidates will take up issues related to the identities of their female/Black Democratic competitors:

H1a: Democratic male candidates will be more likely to cover women’s issues when there is a female candidate in their same-party primary election.

H1b: Democratic white candidates will be more likely to cover Black-associated issues when there is a Black candidate in their same-party primary election.

We do not expect all Democrats to be equally responsive to the presence of a female or Black competitor in their primary election. We anticipate that a male or white candidate’s inclination to take up issues related to their competitor’s identity will be conditional on whether that male/white candidate is “professionalized;” operationalized as currently holding a seat in Congress, garnering electoral experience before running for Congress (Jacobson, 1989), or accumulating sufficient funds in the primary to mount a credible campaign (Maestas and Rugeley, 2002). Truly “amateur” candidates, on the other hand, are often agnostic towards their electoral environment because these individuals choose to run for their own purposes—not necessarily to win (Canon, 1993). Accordingly, we expect that candidates who are mounting a serious campaign for office will be more responsive to the presence of a female or Black candidate in their primary (see H2a & H2b).

H2a: Professional male Democrats will be more responsive to the presence of a female candidate in their same-party primary than will amateur male Democrats.
H2b: Professional white Democrats will be more responsive to the presence of a Black candidate in their same-party primary than will amateur white Democrats.

Data

Campaign websites have become a fixture of congressional elections. Typically, these websites have a main menu that directs readers to an “Issues” tab, which explicitly lays out a candidate’s policy priorities and positions. In this paper, we characterize a congressional candidate’s campaign platform as the text presented on this “Issues” sub-page. According to Druckman et al. (2009, p. 345), candidate campaign websites are a uniquely ideal form of data for studying campaign communication because they are “unmediated (i.e., directly from the campaign), complete (i.e., covering a full range of rhetorical strategies), and representative of the population of campaigns.” Candidates and their staff spend substantial time crafting their website messaging because these sites serve as an informational “hub” for campaigns. It behooves candidates to paint a complete picture of themselves on their websites because journalists often use this information for their stories, which are then circulated to a broader audience (Herrnson et al., 2019). These sites are also frequented by electoral stakeholders, like would-be constituents and potential donors (Druckman et al., 2009). All of this suggests that campaign websites are a comprehensive and complete data source for studying congressional candidate position taking behavior.

It is not as though this research is the first to use campaign websites to explore how gender and race affect campaign position taking. For instance, Dolan (2005) and Schneider (2014) use websites to explore how male/female candidates play into gender stereotypes. Cryer (2019) also employs campaign sites in her exploration of self-presentation among underrepresented candidates. Our analysis, however, differs from the existing literature in several important ways. First, because of the sheer amount of time involved in compiling and cataloging campaign websites, existing work has examined only a sample of campaign sites (e.g., only archive-accessible websites) or restricted its scope to the general election (conversely, see McDonald et al. 2020). These analyses have also tended to center on candidates’ biographical pages rather than on their issue agendas. In order to capture a near complete picture of the types of issues candidates took up in their campaigns,
we extracted, cleaned, and parsed the text from campaign platforms for all candidates who had an official campaign website and ran in the 2018 or 2020 congressional primary elections. This collection is the first comprehensive data set of website platform text and provides numerous opportunities for future research. Second, by examining primary elections, we hold an election’s partisan context constant. Existing work has struggled to disentangle the unique effect of candidate race and gender from partisanship because Black and female candidates tend to overwhelmingly run as Democrats. By examining position taking in the primary, we can more clearly assess how candidates react to the descriptive qualities of their opponents.

**Campaign Websites Text Collection**

To collect text data from candidate campaign websites, we first identified the names of all major party candidates running in 2018 and 2020 using candidate filings with the Federal Election Commission (FEC) as well as state-level elections websites. Using this list of names, we sought to identify the campaign website URLs for all candidates in each election year by following links from online repositories like Politics1.com, visiting candidates’ social media pages, and conducting simple Google searches.

Next, we identified which of those candidates with a campaign website also had a platform of policy positions on that site. For many candidates, this was a simple process; platforms pages often had clear titles like “Where I Stand” or “My Positions.” To extract this position taking text, we used a combination of automated text collection (i.e., extraction with a pre-programmed web scraper) and manual downloading (i.e., copy and pasting). To ensure consistency, text was collected the day before or the day of each candidate’s congressional primary. In our data collection, we found that 1,373 of those 1,718 Democrats (80%) who ran in partisan primary elections across 2018 and 2020 had an official campaign website and—on that site—also included a campaign platform.\(^2\)

A small group of candidates running in the 2018 and 2020 primaries either had no official campaign website or, if they did adopt a website, did not outline any policy positions on that site. To determine if this missingness was non-random, we regressed policy

\(^2\)This number excludes individuals who ran in Louisiana, California, or Washington because these states do not hold partisan primary elections.
platform presence on a series of candidate characteristics and election-level covariates. The full model for this analysis can be found in Table A1 of the Online Appendix. Candidates who raised nominal funds (less than $2,000) prior to their primary were the least likely to adopt a platform. Campaign platform adoption was also weak among candidates who garnered less than 5% of the vote share in their primary. Generally, these kinds of poor performing candidates lack any campaign presence—online or otherwise—so a missing website is not at all surprising. Although these types of candidates were less likely to have a campaign platform, they are still well-represented in our data. Of the 1,477 Democratic candidates that ran in 2018 and 2020 who either raised nominal campaign funds or garnered less than 5% of the vote, 1,250 or 83% had a campaign website.

**Identifying Candidate Issue-Positions**

The issue text on a candidate’s website is typically organized as a collection of paragraphs, or “platform points,” each with a subheading that describes the topic of that text. Figure 1 depicts two examples of platform points on campaign websites. In Figure 1 (a), David Trone (D-NY) includes *Equal Opportunity for Women* as a component of his 2018 platform and, in the subsequent text, goes on to discuss equality in the workplace. Similarly, in Figure 1 (b), Carolyn Bourdeaux includes a platform point on *Social Justice* that explicitly addresses racial discrimination on her 2020 campaign website. On average, candidates across 2018 and 2020 included a median of nine platform points on their campaign sites, with an interquartile range of six to twelve platform points.
To identify issues that should be most associated with female and Black Democrats, we turned the policy priorities put forward by organized movements and advocacy groups. We define “women’s issues” as the policy priorities outlined by The Women’s March Network—the group responsible for coordinating the 2017 Women’s March on Washington. The goals put forward by Black Lives Matter and the NAACP provided a template for policy priorities that should be most associated with Black Democrats. A list of example policies for both candidate types is provided in Table 1. In addition to explicit policy priorities, our issue definitions include broader topics like healthcare or gun-rights that are framed in racial or gendered terms. For instance, if a candidate covers education reform in their platform while also discussing the racial achievement gap, we would consider that candidate to have taken up a Black-associated issue. To exclude these kinds of discussions would be to misrepresent the scope of topics related to race and gender. For issues with an ideological slant, candidates were only considered to have covered a women’s or Black-associated issue if their position was left-leaning. For instance, in their discussion of abortion, if a Democratic candidate stated that they were in favor of repealing *Roe v. Wade*, we would not consider that candidate as having covered a women’s issue.3

Our criteria for determining whether a candidate incorporated women’s or Black-associated issues into their campaign platform was broad. By this we mean that, in our coding of issue coverage, we made no qualitative judgments about the substance of a candidate’s policy discussion. For instance, if a male Democrat simply stated that women should receive equal pay for equal work, we would consider that candidate to have covered a women’s issue; we did not require candidates to discuss specific policy proposals. Conversely, if a candidate expressed support for diversity but made no policy statement whatsoever, we would not consider that candidate as having covered women’s or Black-associated issues in their platform. These kinds of non-policy statements often took the form of platitudes like: “I will fight for Americans of every skin color.” We offer a cursory exploration into gendered/racial differences in platform text content in Section A of the Online Appendix. Here we seek to uncover whether male/white candidates are

---

3We noted a total of four Democratic male candidates as having held non-progressive positions on “women’s issues.” We noted that a total of twelve white Democrats stated their support for the police and other first-responders while evoking themes purported by Blue Lives Matter.
Table 1: Descriptive Candidate Topic Categories and Example Policies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Women’s Issues; Women’s March Network</th>
<th>Topic Category</th>
<th>Example Subtopic Issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reproductive Rights</td>
<td>Pro-choice; Sex education; Access to contraception; Maternal Healthcare; Funding Planned Parenthood; Body autonomy; Right to reproductive privacy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women's Healthcare</td>
<td>Maternal mortality rates; Gender as a pre-existing condition; Breast-cancer screening; Racial minority (female) healthcare access and quality of care</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wage Discrimination</td>
<td>Female entrepreneurship; Equal pay for equal work; Hiring discrimination; Breaking the glass ceiling; Support for the Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic Abuse</td>
<td>Re-authorizing the Violence Against Women Act; Closing the boyfriend loophole</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual Harassment</td>
<td>Support for #MeToo; Support for It’s On Us Campaign; Workplace safety</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Black Issues; Black Lives Matter &amp; NAACP</th>
<th>Topic Category</th>
<th>Example Subtopic Issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Criminal Justice Reform</td>
<td>School-to-prison pipeline; Ending mandatory minimum sentencing; Ban the Box; Re-enfranchising felons; Ending the cash bail system; Stopping mass incarceration; Ending the private prison system; Increasing rehabilitative programs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police Brutality</td>
<td>Addressing systematic bias; Demilitarizing the police; Investing in community-based policing; De-escalation training; Defund the police; Re-examining hiring practices</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Racial Injustice</td>
<td>Support for Black Lives Matter; Discussions of racism, white supremacy, etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voter Suppression</td>
<td>Ballot access initiatives; Increasing polling stations; Repealing Voter ID laws</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

systematically more vague in their position taking than female/Black candidates. We find weak evidence for gendered difference among male/female candidates, and stronger evidence for racial differences among white/Black candidates.

Given the complexities involved in identifying issues of race and gender, we employed a two-stage qualitative coding process to discern issue coverage. A complete discussion of this process is outlined in Section A.2 of the Online Appendix. Throughout the reading and classification of platform documents, coders were blind to candidate name, race, and gender. Upon the completion of coding, an inter-coder reliability metric of 0.92 was calculated. All disputed texts were reviewed, discussed, and classified based on a majority decision among the authors. All text classified as covering women’s or Black-associated issues are available for review in the Supplementary Information and Dataverse for this paper. Based on the reading of thousands of policy positions across 1,373 Democratic candidate platforms, we determined that 66% of women and 55% of men discussed women’s issues. Additionally, 39% of white, non-Hispanic Democrats, 59% of Black Democrats, and 49% of other racial/ethnic minorities discussed Black-associated issues.4 These pro-

---

4Black candidate adoption of Black-associated issues showed a marked increase after the police killing of George Floyd in May of 2020. In 2018, less than half of all Black candidates discussed Black-associated issues—in 2020 nearly 70% took up such topics.
portions for issue uptake are similar to rates for other important party issues, presented in Table A3 of the Online Appendix.

**Identifying Candidate Gender & Racial Identity**

To determine whether a candidate ran against a female or Black competitor, we spent considerable time collecting data on gender and racial identity. We distinguished male from female Democrats through their use of gender pronouns in campaign website text.\(^5\)

Classifying racial identity was more challenging. Some candidates identified themselves as African American or Black on their websites, but this was not universal. Using images to classify race is fraught with concern due to the complexities of racial identity. Therefore, to further identify Black candidates, we employed resources like newspaper articles, interest group endorsements, and data from social-networking websites.\(^6\)

There are certainly other candidate types we could have examined to explore the relationship between descriptive candidate presence and competitors’ issue coverage (e.g., LGBTQ candidates or Latinx candidates). We chose to examine women and Black candidates because a large pool of each candidate type ran in both election years across a diverse set of district conditions. Of those 1,718 Democratic primary election candidates who ran in 2018 and 2020, 602 (35%) were women and 1,116 (65%) were men. Additionally, we identified 1,164 Democrats as white, non-Hispanic (68%), 324 Democrats as Black (19%), and 229 Democrats as some other race or ethnicity (13%).

**Empirical Analysis**

In this analysis, we ask whether the presence of a female or Black candidate in a primary election affects the position taking behavior of their competitors. Are male Democrats more likely to talk about women’s issues in the presence of a female Democrat? Are white Democrats more likely to talk about Black-associated issues when a Black candidate runs

\(^5\)We consider any candidates who identifies as a woman to be regarded as such. Between 2018 and 2020, two candidates who ran for Congress that identified as women also identified as transgender. No identified candidates used they/them pronouns.

\(^6\)We identified fewer than ten candidates as racially ambiguous. We did not consider these individuals to be Black candidates in our primary analyses; including these individuals in our estimations produces substantively identical results.
in their same-party primary election? We run two sets of models to test our hypotheses: our gender models assess the position taking behavior of male Democrats who had a policy platform on their campaign website; our race models assess the position taking behavior of white Democrats who had a policy platform on their campaign website. In the logistic regressions to follow, our dependent variable is a dichotomous indicator for whether or not a male/white candidate took up women’s or Black-associated issues into their campaign platform. To test our hypotheses, we include dichotomous indicators for female and Black candidate presence in each primary election.\(^7\) In Table 2, we lay out other model covariates, which include measures of district seat safety, primary election rules, and whether a given district had a retiring incumbent.

Our second set of hypotheses investigate whether “professional” male/white candi-

\(^{7}\)It is important to note that even if a female/Black candidate did not have a campaign website, we still considered their male/white competitors as having ran against that kind of descriptive candidate.
dates are more responsive to a female/Black candidate’s presence than their amateur counterparts. To gauge whether a candidate is professionalized, we rely on two principal measures. First, we consider a candidate to be “professional” if they currently hold or have previously held publicly elected office (Jacobson, 1989). This variable is widely considered to be a strong indicator for strategic behavior because it demonstrates that a candidate possesses electoral know-how. Some candidates who lack elected experience may also possess the knowledge and resources to mount a credible campaign—a trait observable in their ability to reach the same fundraising potential as candidates with a history of holding office (Maestas and Rugeley, 2002). Therefore, we consider a political newcomer to be a professional candidate if they garnered more logged campaign contributions in the primary than the average Democratic candidate in that election year. We identified 48% of Democratic men as professional and 53% of white Democrats as professional. Because we expect that strategic campaign behavior will condition a candidate’s responsiveness to all kinds of electoral dynamics, we run separate gender and race models for each candidate type. Accordingly, we produce four different models, where the units of analysis are: male professional candidates (N=430), male amateur candidates (N=425), white professional candidates (N=505), and white amateur candidates (N=429).

Before model estimation, we employ a non-parametric method for data preprocessing developed by Hainmueller (2012) called entropy balancing (EB). This procedure attempts to make our subsequent estimation for the effect of female/Black candidate presence more accurate by accounting for differences in the composition of our samples for male/white candidates who did and did not run against a female/Black candidate. We seek to account for differences in covariates that indicate (1) a candidate’s intrinsic likelihood to take up women’s or Black-associated issues, and (2) in which types of races a female and Black candidates may be more likely to emerge. This adjustment is done through the estimation of observational weights, which seek to achieve “balance” across covariates so candidates who did run against a descriptive competitor and those who did not are sufficiently similar.

---

8 Averages were computed separately by year to accommodate potential fundraising differentials based on presidential versus midterm electoral dynamics. These averages exclude candidates who did not report any primary election fundraising to the Federal Election Commission (FEC). The average logged fundraising among Democrats in 2018 was 11.06 ($63,463) and in 2020 was 11.55 ($103,778).
After the assignment of weights, a candidate’s status as having run against a female/Black competitor is closer to being independent from previously specified covariates. We do not claim to have causally identified any effects through this analysis. There are any number of unobserved potential pathways through which our outcome of interest could have been brought into being. We also acknowledge that our balancing covariates cannot and do not perfectly capture all systemic differences across sampled groups. Instead, what we present here is a fairly robust investigation of the empirical relationship between the presence of a descriptive candidate and a non-descriptive candidate’s platform content.

We conduct separate balancing exercises for each of the four samples of candidates. In Section B.1 we lay out a lengthy set of balancing covariates and explanations for their inclusion. Plots for covariate distributional balance in Section B.2 demonstrate that we achieve balance on all covariates of interest. We also find our estimates for the effect of female/Black candidate presence to be robust to other balancing strategies. Finally, the results for a series of sensitivity checks can be found in the Online Appendix (Section C); these analyses demonstrate that unobserved confounders do not present a sufficient threat to the robustness of our findings to follow.

Findings

Using our weighted data, we fit four sets of models to explore candidate position taking behavior in online campaign platforms. In our gender models, we expect male Democrats will be more likely to discuss women’s issues when a female Democrat runs in their primary. In our race models, we expect white Democrats will be more likely to discuss Black-associated issues when a Black Democrat runs in their primary.\(^9\) We fit separate regressions for professional and amateur candidates and include all covariates in Table 2 as predictors. Across these models, we are interested in comparing the magnitude of first differences—or the effect of moving from no female/Black candidate in a race to the presence of a female/Black candidate—in the predicted probability of issue adoption

\(^9\)Although our race models do not include non-Black minority candidates as units of analysis—here units of analysis are white candidates only—our regressions include primaries that had a Black candidate emerge as well as other candidates who self-identified as a non-Black racial/ethnic minority. After re-balancing our data and constraining our analyses to only include races with Black and white, non-Hispanic candidates, these new models produce substantively identical results to those presented in Table A8.
Figure 2: First Differences in the Predicted Probabilities of Male/White Democrats’ Issue Adoption in Partisan Primary Elections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect of Female Candidate Presence on Male Candidate Adoption of Women’s Issues</th>
<th>Effect of Black Candidate Presence on White Candidate Adoption of Black-Associated Issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Differences</td>
<td>First Differences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional</td>
<td>Amateur</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Quantities of interest are first differences in predicted probabilities for women’s or Black-associated issue uptake given the absence or presence of a female/Black candidate in Democratic primary elections. Predicted probabilities are produced from 1,000 simulated coefficients drawn from a multivariate normal distribution with all predictors are held constant at their mean value. For full models, see the left-most columns of Tables A6 through A9. These point estimates are presented with 95% credible intervals.

In both our race and gender models, we find support for our responsiveness hypotheses (H1a & H1b). The presence of a female candidate in a Democratic primary increases the predicted probability of women’s issue adoption among professional male candidate from fifty-five to eighty percent. Per the left facet of Figure 2, the magnitude of this twenty-five percentage-point first difference among professional male candidates is statistically significant. The presence of a Black candidate in a Democratic primary increases the predicted probability of Black-associated issue adoption among professional white candidates from fourteen percent to twenty-nine percent. Per the right facet of Figure 2, the magnitude of this fifteen percentage-point first difference among professional white candidates is also statistically significant.\(^{10}\)

As expected, we find less consistent responsiveness among true amateur candidates. The presence of a female candidate in a Democratic primary increases the predicted probability that an amateur male candidate running in the same race will take up women’s issues.

\(^{10}\)We find statistically significant, comparable results when replicating our analysis (1) without observational weighting, and (2) with all balancing covariates collapsed as dummy variables; these results are presented in Tables A6 through A9. Moreover, substantially identical results are found when including a dummy variable for incumbency; these results are presented in Tables A6 and A8. Lastly, interacting Black candidate presence with the covariate for district Black population does not impact the substantive takeaways presented in Figure 2; these results can be found in Table A8.
by fourteen percentage points. Although the size of this effect is notable, a t-test reveals that it is statistically significantly weaker than the effect size on professional candidate responsiveness \((t = 37.3, p < 0.05)\). We find an identical relationship among professional and amateur white Democrats \((t = 26.9, p < 0.05)\). Aligning with our strategic candidate hypotheses (Ha_a & Ha_b), these findings demonstrate that professional Democrats have a greater probability of related issue coverage in the presence of a descriptive opponent than their true amateur counterparts, all else equal.

### Descriptive Candidacies and Substantive Coverage

Theories on issue convergence conceptualize elections as a kind of dialogue, where candidates react to the issue positions taken up by their opponents. Our theory follows this framework to the extent that we also expect candidates to respond to the campaign strategies of their opponents. However, departing from existing work, we posit that female/Black candidates need not discuss issues related to their identity in order to elicit a strategic response from their opponents—their presence alone is enough motivation. To test this theory, we leverage disparities in the identity-related issue uptake of female and Black Democrats. As noted previously, 34% of female Democrats and 41% of Black Democrats did not discuss issues related to their identity in their campaign platforms. Using the same covariates discussed in Table 2, we re-weight our data and re-estimate two new sets of models. Across these models, we are interested in comparing the magnitude of first differences—or the effect of moving from no female/Black candidate in a race to the presence of a female/Black candidate, conditional on whether that female/Black candidate did (Substantive Coverage) or did not (No Substantive Coverage) discuss issues related to their own identity.\(^\text{11}\)

Point estimates for first differences in predicted probabilities for professional candidates are shown in Figure 3. The point estimates for our No Substantive Coverage models measure the effect of moving from no female/Black candidate in a Democratic primary to running against a female/Black candidate who did not discuss issues related to their

---

\(^\text{11}\)Female/Black candidates with No Substantive Coverage were given this label for two reasons. First, they had a platform on their website, but did not include any discussion of women’s or Black-associated issues. Additionally, a small number of female/Black candidates were labeled as having no substantive coverage because they did not have a campaign website.
Figure 3: First Differences in the Predicted Probability of Professional Male/White Candidate Issue Adoption Conditional on Type of Female/Black Candidate in Race

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Male Candidate Coverage of Women’s Issues</th>
<th>White Candidate Coverage of Black-Associated Issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Substantive Coverage</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Differences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No Substantive Coverage</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Female/Black Candidate Coverage of Identity-Related Issues

Note: Male/white professional Democrats in the Substantive Coverage models ran against a female/Black primary opponent who discussed issues related to their descriptive identity in their campaign platform. Male/white professional Democrats in the No Substantive Coverage models ran against a female/Black primary opponent who did not discuss issues related to their descriptive identity in their campaign platform. These point estimates are simulated using the same methodology employed to produce those first differences shown in Figure 2.

own descriptive identity. If a descriptive candidate’s presence is enough to motivate their opponents to adopt women’s or Black-associated issues, then we should see positive point estimates for first differences in predicted probabilities across both of our No Substantive Coverage models. Aligning with our theory, we find that a male or white candidate’s decision to take up women’s or Black-associated issues is tied to the presence of a female or Black candidate in their race—not just that candidate’s discussion of their own identity. While we find a positive, statistically significant point estimate in our No Substantive Coverage gender model, it is important to note that this effect size is statistically significantly weaker than our Substantive Coverage gender model ($t = 14.7, p < 0.05$). Similarly, the effect size in our No Substantive Coverage race model is statistically significantly weaker than our Substantive Coverage model ($t = 7.0, p < 0.05$). Additional analyses presented in Table A10 of the Online Appendix assess whether other female/Black candidates descriptive characteristics might mitigate the results presented here, but we find no such evidence.

---

12In instances where multiple female/Black candidates ran against a male/white candidate, the category No Substantive Coverage was only assigned if none of the female/Black candidates in that race substantively discussed issues related to their identity.
Figure 4: First Differences in the Predicted Probability of Amateur Male/White Candidate Issue Adoption Conditional on Type of Female/Black Candidate in Race

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect of Female Candidate Presence on Male Candidate Coverage of Women’s Issues</th>
<th>Effect of Black Candidate Presence on White Candidate Coverage of Black-Associated Issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Differences</td>
<td>First Differences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male/white amateur Democrats in the Substantive Coverage models ran against a female/Black primary opponent who discussed issues related to their descriptive identity in their campaign platform. Male/white amateur Democrats in the No Substantive Coverage models ran against a female/Black primary opponent who did not discuss issues related to their descriptive identity in their campaign platform. These point estimates are simulated using the same methodology employed to produce those first differences shown in Figure 2.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Turning to amateur male Democrats in Figure 4, we find that these candidates’ responsiveness to a female competitor is contingent on that competitor discussing women’s issues in her own platform. The point estimate in our Substantive Coverage gender model is statistically significant and similar to the effect presented in Figure 2; however, for our No Substantive Coverage gender model, the effect of female candidate presence on amateur male candidate’s uptake of women’s issues is statistically indistinguishable from zero. The effect difference between these Substantive Coverage and No Substantive Coverage gender models is statistically significant ($t = 14.8, p < 0.05$). This indicates that, when a female Democrat does not discuss women’s issues, her presence has no effect on the likelihood of women’s issue coverage for amateur male Democrats in their same primary. Across all our race models for amateur white Democrats, the presence of a Black candidate has no effect on Black-associated issue uptake. These differences in the responsiveness of professional and amateur Democrats align with our broader expectations about each candidate type. It follows our theory that amateurs will be less likely to respond to the presence alone of a female or Black competitor than their more professionalized counterparts, who possess greater electoral know-how and are motivated to win.
Extension: Democratic & Republican Veterans

To further test our theory and, moreover, extend the generalizability of our findings, we assess whether the presence of a military veteran in a primary affects competitors’ coverage of veterans’ issues in their online campaign platforms. Just like women and Black politicians, veterans have been shown to be especially strong stewards for group issues. Members of Congress who have served in the military tend to have greater success in advancing their defense-related legislation (Swers, 2007), are more likely to advocate for constituents who served in the military (Lowande et al., 2019), and may be better equipped to produce legislation addressing veterans’ mental health concerns (Purtle, 2016). For all these reasons, voters who have served in the military should be especially supportive of co-group candidates. According to our proposed theory, this outsized base of support gives military veterans a perceived electoral advantage and, to counteract that advantage, their competitors should take up veterans’ issues in their own campaign platforms.

We choose to examine military veterans because this candidate type gives us purchase in evaluating a central—but unexplored—element of our theory. Employing military veterans, we can evaluate if and how partisan cleavages over voters’ candidate preferences impact strategic responsiveness. Up until this point, we have examined only Democratic primaries because candidate characteristics like race and gender do not appeal to Republican voters; according to our theory, this means that the presence of a female or Black Republican in a primary should not affect same-party opponents’ position taking. Testing this relationship, however, is challenging because female and Black Republicans do not run on the same kinds of women’s or Black-associated issues as their Democratic counterparts. Veterans’ issues do not present this same measurement problem. Both Republicans and Democrats are viewed as committed advocates for military veterans (Lowande et al., 2019); however, Republican voters have a stronger preference for candidates with military experience (McDermott and Panagopoulos, 2015) and the Republican Party is perceived to “own” defense-related issues (Petrocik, 1996). This dichotomy—where one party greatly prefers a type of candidate over the other—allows us to evaluate if partisan preferences on candidate characteristics impact responsiveness.
To formalize our expectations, we put forward three new hypotheses. Our first hypothesis, $H_1$, is an extension of our strategic responsiveness hypotheses ($H_{1a} \& H_{1b}$). We expect that Republican non-veterans will be more likely to discuss veterans’ issues in their online campaign platforms when a military veteran runs in their same-party primary election. Our second hypothesis, $H_2$, is an extension of our strategic candidate hypotheses ($H_{2a} \& H_{2b}$), where professional Republicans will be more responsive to the presence of a military veteran in their primary than their true amateur counterparts. Given the Republican Party’s “ownership” of defense-related issues and Republican voters’ preference for candidates with military experience, we also put forward a third hypothesis ($H_3$). We expect that Republicans candidates will be more responsive to the presence of a military veteran in their same-party primary than will Democrats.

$H_1$: Non-veterans will be more likely to cover veterans’ issues when there is a military veteran in their same-party primary election.

$H_2$: Professional non-veterans will be more responsive to the presence of a military veteran in their same-party primary than will amateur non-veterans.

$H_3$: Republican non-veterans will be more responsive to the presence of a military veteran in their same-party primary than will Democratic non-veterans.

For our analyses, we identified veterans’ issues using the policy priorities put forward by two advocacy groups: Concerned Veterans for America and With Honor. A list of example veterans’ issues is provided in Table 3. We considered candidates to be military veterans if they served in any branch of the United States Armed Forces. We identified 187 Democratic and 376 Republican primary election candidates as veterans. Based on the careful reading of 1,203 Republican platforms, we determined that 59% of veterans and 47% of non-veteran Republicans discussed veterans’ issues in their campaign platforms. Conversely, 60% of veterans and 42% of non-veteran Democrats discussed veterans’ issues.

Replicating the same estimation procedure as above, we run two sets of partisan models to assess the issue uptake behavior of Democratic and Republican non-veterans who had

---

13 We assume that any candidate who does not mention military service to be a non-veteran.
Table 3: Military Veteran Candidate Topic Categories and Example Policies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Veterans’ Issues; Concerned Veterans for America &amp; With Honor</th>
<th>Example Subtopic Issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic Category</td>
<td>Example Subtopic Issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veteran’s Healthcare</td>
<td>Reforming the VA; Disability access; Privatization of veteran’s healthcare; Expanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vets’ healthcare options (i.e., Tricare); Improving VA benefits and eligibility;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Passage of the VA MISSIONS Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTSD &amp; Suicide</td>
<td>Mental health advocacy; Suicide awareness; Veterans’ homelessness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reintegration</td>
<td>GI Bill; Higher education and vocational training opportunities; Improving hiring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>for veterans and their families; Improving reintegration and transition programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female Veterans</td>
<td>Increasing maternity support; Raising awareness of sexual violence and harassment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a policy platform on their campaign website. We produce four different models, where the units of analysis are: Republican professional non-veterans (N=512), Republican amateur non-veterans (N=398), Democratic professional non-veterans (N=668), and Democratic amateur non-veterans (N=539). In addition to those covariates included in our prior models, we include a measure for each district’s veteran population and the number of military installations in that district (i.e., VA hospitals and military bases). A full list of covariates is presented in Table ???. To achieve covariate balance across our samples of candidates who did and did not run against a veteran, we once again employ entropy balancing. We achieve balance across all covariates of interest; a list of balancing covariates and plots for covariate distributional balance can be found in the Appendix. We also find comparable results when replicating our analysis without observational weighting; results are presented in Tables A15 through A18 in the Appendix.

The results for all four models are reported in Figure 5. Across these models, we are interested in comparing the magnitude of first differences—or the effect of moving from no military veteran in a race to the presence of a veteran—for the predicted probability of issue adoption among Republican/Democratic non-veterans. We find that the presence of a military veteran in a Republican primary increases the predicted probability of veterans’ issue adoption among professional non-veterans from sixty percent to seventy-seven percent. Per the left facet of Figure 5, the magnitude of this seventeen percentage-point first difference among professional, non-veteran Republicans is statistically significant. This effect size is comparable to the magnitude of first differences in our professional Democratic gender (+0.25) and race (+0.15) models found in Figure 2. This finding aligns with
our responsiveness hypothesis (H1c), which posits that Republican non-veterans will be more likely to take up veterans’ issues when a candidate who possesses that identity runs in their primary. Additionally, we do not find any statistically significant relationship among amateur Republican non-veterans. These results provide support for our strategic candidate hypotheses (H2c), demonstrating that strategic Republican non-veterans have a greater probability of related issue coverage in the presence of a military veteran than their true amateur counterparts, all else equal.

Turning to our Democratic models in the right facet of Figure 5, we find that the presence of a military veteran in a Democratic primary has no effect on the likelihood of veterans’ issue uptake for both professional and amateur non-veterans. Conditioning Democrats’ issue uptake on whether the military veteran in their primary did (Substantive Coverage) or did not (No Substantive Coverage) discuss issues related to their own identity has no effect on this null finding. As expressed in our threat hypothesis (H3), we find that candidate responsiveness is contingent on their competitor’s identity presenting an electoral threat. Unlike Republican voters, Democrats are not especially warm towards candidates with a history of military service. Because these veterans lack a perceived electoral advantage with same-party voters, Democratic non-veterans do not feel they must build their own reputation on veterans’ issues. These results not only support a
key mechanism of our theory, but also underscore the importance of primary elections in shaping candidates’ campaign behavior.

The Importance of Diversity in Campaigns

Today, more women and Black representatives are serving in the U.S. House of Representatives than ever before—but there is still significant progress to be made. Much research explores the benefits of electing more women and racial minorities to Congress. However, less attention has been paid to assess the benefits of seeing greater candidate diversity in elections. This paper makes significant strides in demonstrating that simply the presence of a female or Black Democrat in a primary can affect the kinds of issues taken up and talked about in that election. These findings are important because the contents of candidates’ campaigns will have consequences on their legislative behavior, should they be elected to Congress. A variety of literature finds that representatives tend to follow through on their promises, legislating on and voting in accordance with those positions they touted during their campaigns (Sulkin, 2005, 2009). For example, Sulkin and Swigger (2008) find that election winners who discussed women’s issues in their campaign advertisements had a higher legislative voting scorecard with the American Association for University Women (AAUW) in the subsequent session of Congress.

Following this literature, if more candidates from underrepresented and underserved backgrounds run, their presence will not only diversify the electoral dialogue but will also increase the probability that issues related to their identity will reach the halls of Congress—even if those candidates themselves do not win. This relationship, however, rests on the assumption that male and white primary election winners carry their discussions of women’s and Black-associated issues onto the general election. To measure consistency in campaign position taking, we conducted a line-by-line comparison of primary and general election campaign platform text. Our comparisons include all male and white Democratic general election candidates who bested a female or Black candidate to earn their party’s nomination. As evident in Figure 6, the majority of male and white Democrats who discussed women’s and Black-associated issues in the primary carried forward their discussions to the general election. Over 80% of male/white candidates
either made no changes to their platform text or added additional text on women’s or Black-associated issues. Candidates from minority populations often feel that, in order to make their bid for Congress count, they must win their election (Lawless and Fox, 2010b). Our work should be encouraging to minority candidates who want to run—the mere presence of their candidacy has downstream consequences on the electoral dialogue and, potentially, legislative discussion.

Conclusion

In the preceding analysis, we demonstrate that candidates from underrepresented and underserved populations can affect the campaign behavior of their primary election opponents in significant ways. Using new data on the position taking behavior of candidates who ran in the 2018 and 2020 congressional primary elections, we find a strong association between the presence of a female or Black candidate in a race and the issues taken up by their same-party primary election opponents. Importantly, we show that this relationship is conditional on whether a candidate is a “professional competitor” or a “true amateur.” Breaking from existing work, we also show that a male or white candidate’s decision to take up women’s or Black-associated issue can be tied to the presence of a competitor who possess that identity—not just a female or Black candidate’s own discus-
sion of identity-related issues. Extending our analysis to examine military veterans, we demonstrate that candidate responsiveness to primary election competitors’ descriptive identities is contingent on how appealing these characteristics are to same-party voters.

Female and Black congressional candidates face countless barriers, including stiffer competition (e.g., Lawless and Pearson 2008; Branton 2009), in their pursuit for elected office. What’s more, these kinds of candidates are less likely to be recruited to run than similarly situated white men (e.g., Lawless and Fox 2010a; Juenke and Shah 2016), potentially because party leaders see their chances of winning as lower (Doherty et al., 2019). Building on existing work, this analysis demonstrates that Black and female candidates are not weaker for their race and gender, rather these identities present a threat to primary election competitors because they are prized by primary election voters.

Finally, our analysis demonstrates that the diversity of a candidate’s primary election competition has important implications on the issues they will take up in their own campaign. Moreover, comparing the platform text of candidates who won the primary with their issue coverage in the general election, we demonstrate that campaign website content remains largely unchanged. In other words, male and white candidates’ coverage of issues that disproportionately affect women and Black Americans does not end with the primary. How candidates campaign is important because the positions they take during the election will inform how they govern. Politicians follow through on their campaign platforms after attaining office, making good on the promises they made to voters (Sulkin, 2009, 2011). Accordingly, if more candidates cover issues in their campaigns related to groups traditionally underserved in lawmaking, there should be a greater probability that these policy priorities will reach the halls of Congress. Furthermore, as more male/white candidates cover more traditional female/Black issues in their campaigns and follow through on those campaign promises in Congress, the stereotypes and biases voters perceive in candidates and elected officials may decrease (Sanbonmatsu, 2002; Huddy and Terkildsen, 1993). All of this broadly suggests that simply the presence of candidates from underrepresented populations in congressional elections is important to broadening substantive representation in the legislative arena and perhaps also changing voters’ perceptions of candidates and their issue expertise.
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